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ABSTRACT 

Cancer is a standout amongst the most genuine medical issues on the planet field. The death rate of lung growth 

is the highest among every single other sort of cancer. Artificial Neural Network with Image Processing 

Technique is utilized to identify malignancy in beginning time. Automated diagnostic system plans in Medical 

Image handling are one such field where various frameworks are proposed. There are numerous systems to 

analyze lung tumor, for example, .There are many techniques to diagnose lung cancer, such as Chest 

Radiography (x-ray), computed Tomography (CT), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI scan) and Sputum 

Cytology. The vast majority of these systems are costly and tedious. To process this technique Machine learning 

and neural network systems make it conceivable. Subsequently, there is an incredible requirement for another 

innovation to analyze the lung cancer in its beginning periods. Image processing technique with ANN provides a 

give a decent quality device to enhancing the manual examination. Numerous brands and research labs are 

adjusting machine learning calculations to accelerate finding and increment the nature of restorative care. 

Keyword:  Artificial Neural Network, Machine learning, Image processing, Training set, testing 

test. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

In the advanced time of electronic completely computerized pattern of living, the field of automated analytic 

frameworks plays a critical and key part. Automated diagnostic system designs in Medical Image processing are 

one such field where numerous systems are proposed and still many more under conceptual design due 

explosive growth of the technology today. From the past decades, we have witnessed an explosive growth of 

Image processing for analysis of the data that can be captured by digital images and artificial neural networks 

are used to aggregate the analyzed data from these images to produce a diagnosis prediction with high accuracy 

instantaneously where digital images serve as tool for input data Hence in the process of surgery these 

automated systems help the surgeon to identify the infected parts or tumors in case of cancerous growth of cells 

to be removed with high accuracy hence by increasing the probability of survival of a patient. The most 

common symptoms are coughing, weight loss and shortness of breath.The most widely recognized reason for 

lung malignancy is long term exposure to tobacco smoke, which comes about 80– 90% of lung growths. Non 
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smokers brings about 10– 15% of lung growth cases, and these cases are routinely ascribed to a blend of the 

hereditary elements, radon gas, asbestos, and air contamination including second-hand smoke. [11] The 

examination of these neurotic images is specifically in view of four stages: 1) Image 

improvement/Enhancement, 2) segmentation, 3) feature extraction, and 4) analysis of extracted features by 

pattern recognition system or classifier. 

 

Fig.1 Human Lung 

1.1Image Processing Technique: Set of computational systems for breaking down, improving, compacting, 

and remaking pictures. Its principle segments are bringing in, in which a picture is caught through a scanning or 

computerized photography; examination and control of the picture, achieved utilizing different particular 

programming applications; and yield (e.g., to a printer or screen). Image processing has broad applications in 

numerous zones, including stargazing/astrlogy, modern mechanical technology,medicine and remote detecting 

by satellites. See likewise in design pattern recognization. 

1.2 The Secret of Artificial Neural Network                                 

                         

       Fig.1.2 Biological Neuron                                                Fig.1.3Artificial Neural Network          

Human beings can visualize, learn store the information in brain, where biological neurons are responsible 

storing the information. In image processing human visualization & restoring capacity can be decomposed into 

computer science, we can train our data sets. Artificial neural network is technology used to train sets. In the 

current years, Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have seen an inexorably interests in medical image 

processing. It has a tremendous application in numerous territories, for example, education, business, medical, 

engineering and manufacturing .Neural Network makes critical part in a choice decision. In this paper, an 

endeavor has been made to make utilization of neural systems in the restorative field. [12]ANNs been utilized to 
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perform complex calculations in a few applications for effective location of growths of cancer.. Such 

computations are done by computing nodes (neurons) and weighted connections, which work together with all 

data and inputs.  

ANNs are generally rough electronic models in view of the neural structure of the brain a figuring framework 

made up of various straightforward, profoundly interconnected handling components, which process data by 

their dynamic state reaction to outside information sources. Neurons for the most part work in parallel and 

composed in layers, and input associations both inside the layer and toward adjoining layers. Layers are 

comprised of various interconnected 'hubs' which contain an 'activation function'. Patterns are inputed to the 

network via the 'input layer', which will communicates with  one or more 'hidden layers', where the actual 

processing is done via a system of weighted 'connections'. The hidden layers then link to an 'output layer' where 

the answer is output. 

1.3Literature Survey (Related Work): 

During the recent period, there are many studies done on diagnosis of lung diseases using several features 

extraction and selection techniques.  Mokhled [7], discussed and summerized the various lung tumor detection 

techniques for different stages. Auto enhancement, Gabor Filter and FFT (Fast Fourier Transform), Gabor filter 

is more efficient because it can effectively optimize the border differences among the lung regions. For the 

image segmentation, to separate the region two methods were proposed: Thresholding, Marker- controlled 

watershed segmentation, lung cancer cell identification based on ANN Ensemblers by zhi-hua,yuan jian,yu-

bin,shi fu[8] , Disha, Gagandeep [9], proposed a CAD system in which wiener filter was used to remove the 

noise conten.Early detection of Lung cancer based on neural network classifier suggested by ada,rajneeth 

kaur[16] A new fusion model for classification of the lung diseases using genetic algorithm proposed by C. 

Bhuvaneswari , P. Aruna , D. Loganathan. Computerized Detection of Lung Nodules by Means of “Virtual 

Dual-Energy” Radiography proposed by Sheng Chen∗ and Kenji Suzuki, Member, IEEE.  

 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Fig2.Block diagram of lung Cancer Detection Using Image Processing &ANN 
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The CT pictures were taken from the Lung Image Database Consortium and Image Database Resource Initiative 

(LIDC/IDRI) picture accumulations [13]; these accumulations are openly accessible databases containing lung 

tumor analytic in Digital Imaging And Communication in Medicine (DIACOM).Overall, there are three 

principle forms utilized all through the report; Pre-processing, feature extraction lastly the classification 

procedure. MATLAB is utilized as a part of each procedure made all through the undertaking. 

2.1 Image Enhancement 

The Image Pre-preparing stage begins with picture improvement/enhancement. Image improvement strategies 

can be isolated into two general classes: Spatial domain techniques and frequency domain techniques.[7]. 

Preprocessing is expected to enhance the nature of the pictures which to expel clamor from the pictures. Gray 

scale image transformation is the initial phase in preprocessing. It influences the component extraction to stage 

more trustworthy.[1]. The greater part of the pre-processing is finished with the assistance of MATLAB 

programming. Segmentation has the capacity to isolate the examination area from different organs and tissues in 

radiographic pictures keeping in mind the end goal to lessen the computational cost of the following stages. 

Histogram adjustment expects to change a photo so as to create a photo with a compliment histogram, where all 

levels are equiprobable [14] 

 

2.2 Feature Extraction 

To acquire the general features of the upgraded sectioned images and to anticipate the presence of lung cancer 

growth, two techniques are utilized viz. GLCM and Binarization. Both the strategies depend on actualities that 

are firmly identified with lung anatomy and data of lung CT imaging. 

GLCM: Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrices (GLCM)[15] 

Here, whatever co-occurrence matrix is  calculated  based on two different parameters, which will be the relative 

distance between one of  the pixel pair „d‟ measured in pixel number and their relative orientation „φ‟.[18]. 

usually, φ is divided in four directions (0
0
, 45

0
,90

0
,135

0
) .In usual practice, for each given d, the average of four 

directions are taken. To visualize how the calculation is performed, for given image I, let m represent the gray 

level of pixels (x , y) and n represent the gray level of pixel( x±dφ0, y±dφ1) with L level of grey tones where 
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(0≤x≤M-1 , 0≤y≤N-1 and 0≤m,n≤L-1) from these representation grey level co occurrence matrix Cm,n for 

distance d and direction φ can be given as. 

C m,n,φ= ∑ 
x 
∑

y
  P{I(x,y)=m &  I(x+dφ0,  y-d φ1= n  ).} 

where P{.} = 1 if the argument is true and otherwise P{.}=0 . For each  φ  value, its φ0 and φ1 

values are referred as in the Table . One of the characteristic of the GLCM is, it is diagonally symmetry where 

Cm,n=Cn,m. 

1. Contrast              5. Maximum Probability            9. Dissimilarity 

2. Energy                6. Correlation                        10. Autocorrelation 

3. Entropy               7. Cluster shade                       11. Sum variance 

4. Homogeneity      8. Cluster Prominence              12. Sum Entropy 

2.3 Binarization 

 In current strategies, the Binarization (threshold selection) is generally performed either globaly or locally some 

hybrid techniques have additionally been proposed. The global techniques utilize one measured threshold 

incentive to partition image pixels into objects or background classes, where as the local method can utilize a 

wide range of adjusted esteems chose by the neighborhood. Hybrid techniques utilize both global and local 

method to choose the pixel label. In this we separate the quantity of white pixels and check them against 

threshold to check the normal and abnormal lungs If the number of the white pixels of a new image is less than 

the threshold, then it indicates that the image is normal. Otherwise, if the number of the white pixels is greater 

than the threshold, it indicates that the image in abnormal. The threshold value that is used in this research is 

255. [16] 

                                                             

            Binarization flowchart 

2.4Feature Selection:  

 keep away from over-fitting of the information, essential list of capabilities lessening was performed utilizing 

the Weka usage of Recursive Elimination of Features (Relief-F) Relief-F utilizes a closest neighbor way to deal 

with discover features that recognize comparable cases of varying classes.[13] Automatic element selection is an 
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advancement procedure that, given an arrangement of  features attempts to select a subset of size that leads to 

the maximization of some criterion function. 

 

III. MACHINE LEARNING AND CLASSIFICATION  

Machine Learning is a field of concentrate that enables PCs to learn without being expressly programmed. 

Given a training/preparation set, we bolster it into a learning calculation (like SVM, Artificial Neural Network, 

Naïve Bays and so forth.) [13].The issue with the SVM calculation is that it just takes the binarized input set and 

frequently the bits are not ready to be binarized. A multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a feed forward neural system 

network with input layer of source neurons, at least one hidden layers or computational neurons, and a output 

layer of computational neurons. The information signals are spread a forward way on a layer-by-layer premise. 

A hidden layer "hides" its coveted output. Every layer may contain from 10 to 1000 neurons. A training set of 

input[1] designs is exhibited to the system. 

In a back-engendering neural system, the learning calculation has two phases. Initial, a training input design is 

given to the systems input layer. The system spreads the info design from layer to layer until the point that the 

yield design is created by the yield layer. On the off chance that the example is diverse blunder is engendered 

from the yield layer to the info layer. The weights are altered as the blunder is spread. [1] 

                                    

Where αjk is neuron j's output from k's layer βjk is the bias weight for neuron j in layer k. The model fitting 

parameters wijk are the connection weights. The nonlinear activation transfer functions Fk may have many 

different forms. The classical ones are threshold, sigmoid, Gaussian and linear function, etc.The training process 

requires a proper set of data i.e. input (Ii) and target output (ti). During training the weights and biases of the 

network are iteratively adjusted to minimize the network performance function. The typical performance 

function that is used for training feed forward neural networks is the network Mean Squares Errors (MSE) Eq. 

(2). 

 

IV. EVALUATION  

Survival Rate and Year 

Lung malignancy survival rates are a measure of what number of individuals stay bursting at the seams with 

lung growth after a specific measure of time. For instance, a 5-year survival rate of 40% for a condition would 
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imply that 40% of individuals, or 40 out of 100 individuals, would be alive following 5 years. When discussing 

lung malignancy, doctors regularly utilize the term middle survival also. Middle survival is the measure of time 

at which half of individuals with a condition will have died, and 50% are as yet alive [16]. 

V.RESULT AND COMPARISONS 

A database record of taken tuples and 12 attributes has been made in ASCII in CSV arrangement, and after that 

transformation of this document to CSV document is finished. At that point Convert this record into ARFF 

which are meaningful in Weka. Alongside this trait evacuation is likewise done. A portion of the attributes are 

evacuated as they don't contribute anything in order process, have been actualized and comes about have been 

looked at on changed parameters. From negligible list of capabilities that exclusive 12 qualities are imperative 

for the work. After 12 includes all calculations give consistent incentive to alternate highlights. So we look at 

the changed classifiers on these 12 highlights. 

VI.RESULT OF ABNORMAL LUNG 

In this firstly we load the database and then training and test sets. In this right off the bat we stack the database 

and afterward preparing and test sets. After that we can include the picture between 1 to 909 and ascertain the 

estimations of feature extracted. Presently in following stage classification is finished with the assistance of 

neural network which tells the condition of the patient whether it is ordinary or anomalous/abnormal. Alongside 

this based on feature we can likewise ascertain the survival rate and year of the unusual patient. 

 

For normal lungs we cannot calculate the survival rate and year of the patient. 

VII.CONCLUSION 

This examination is effectively built up an answer for identification of lung disease utilizing Image processing 

and Neural Network with CT scan Images. The time factor was considered to find the variation from the norm 

issues in target images. Picture quality and exactness is the center elements of this examination, picture quality 

evaluation and additionally upgrade arrange where were received on low pre-processing methods in light of 

Histogram Equalization, feature extraction by Gray level co event lattice 12 features have extricated .In this 
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exploration work, an endeavor is made to identify the lung disease and steady device is created to check the 

ordinary and strange lungs and to anticipate survival rate and years of an anomalous patient with the goal that 

we can spare the lives of patients. In future same systems can be connected to other sort of cancer. 
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